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Propositions 

1. In the Lifelines population-based cohort, self-reported cancer diagnoses have a 

moderate to good agreement with pathologically reported cancer diagnoses. 

(Chapter 2). 

2. Machine learning algorithms are not able to predict the occurrence of cancer by 

using health behaviours data (Chapter 3). 

3. Healthy diet as indicated by the American Cancer Society (ACS) guidelines is 

associated with a reduced risk for gastrointestinal cancers (chapter 4). 

4. Cancer survivors show comparable unhealthy behaviours as those without a 

history of cancer (Chapter 5). 

5. Especially young and female cancer survivors can improve their health behaviours, 

where smoking cessation should be prioritized (chapter 5).  

6. Neither linear nor non-linear algorithms can differentiate between cancer 

survivors and those without a history of cancer by using health behaviours data 

(chapter 6). 

7. Gastrointestinal cancer survivors and controls with no cancer diagnosis do not 

adhere to the recent Dutch dietary guidelines (chapter7). 

8. Humbleness is paramount; never feel above others. Instead, help and cooperate 

(anonymous). 

9. Kindness is vital in this world; kindness may show what humans truly are 

(anonymous). 


